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Abstract

With the advance of mobile edge computing (MEC), the number of edge services running on mobile devices grows 
explosively. In this situation, it is becoming a necessity to recommend the most suitable edge services to a mobile 
user from massive candidates, based on the historical quality of service (QoS) data. However, historical QoS is a 
kind of private data for users, which needs to be protected from privacy disclosure. Currently, researchers often use 
the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) technique to achieve the goal of privacy-aware recommendations. However, 
existing LSH-based methods are only applied to the recommendation scenarios with a single QoS dimension (e.g., 
response time or throughput), without considering the multi-dimensional QoS (e.g., response time and throughput) 
ensemble, which narrow the application scope of LSH in privacy-preserving recommendations significantly. 
Considering this drawback, this paper proposes a multi-dimensional quality ensemble-driven recommendation 
approach named  based on LSH and TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal RecLSH - TOPSIS
Solution) techniques. First, the traditional single-dimensional LSH recommendation approach is extended to be a 
multi-dimensional one, through which we can obtain a set of candidate services that a user may prefer. Second, we 
use TOPSIS technique to rank the derived multiple candidate services and return the user an optimal one. At last, a 
case study is presented to illustrate the feasibility of our proposal to make privacy-preserving edge service 
recommendations with multiple QoS dimensions.

Keywords: Service recommendation, Multi-dimensional QoS, Privacy-preservation, edge service, Locality-Sensitive 
Hashing, TOPSIS.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the “Internet of Things (IoT)” and “Artificial Intelligence (AI)” Era [1 - 5], many smart 
mobile devices (e.g., Smartphone, Smart bracelets, Tablets) have been ubiquitously popularized. As a result, people 
have witnessed a rapidly increase of mobile data and edge services [6 - 8]. In this situation, it is increasingly 
challenging to select and recommend an appropriate service from a great number of available candidates for users. 
Recently, a widely used classic service recommendation technology, i.e., collaborative filtering (CF) [9] has been 
introduced, which can effectively help users find suitable services and filter out useless services, typically based on 
historical QoS (Quality of Services) data [7, 10].

However, traditional CF-based service recommendation approaches often take the centralized historical QoS data 
as the major recommendation basis [11]. As a consequence, they often fall short in handling the distributed mobile 
recommendation scenarios where the QoS data are fragmented across different edge servers [12 - 13]. To perform 
the service recommendations in mobile edge environment, it is required to integrate and process the distributed QoS 
data generated from mobile edge terminals and stored in various edge servers, so as to help a recommender system 
to make a comprehensive recommendation decision. 

However, there are still some problems unsolved in the mobile edge environment, such as the leakage of user 
privacy [14], the decline of recommendation efficiency [15], and so on. Concretely, when integrating users’ 
historical QoS data from multiple edge servers, it is inevitable that all edge servers need to share their data; however, 
an edge server is often reluctant to share its data with others because of the risk of users’ privacy leakage, which 
often renders the distributed recommendations infeasible. Moreover, with the continuous growth of QoS data in 
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each edge server, the communication cost among edge servers will increase, which indirectly decreases the 
recommendation efficiency and further sacrifices the user experience. 

To tackle the problems mentioned above, researchers commonly use Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) strategy 
for recommendations to secure user privacy [11]. While current LSH recommendation solutions are usually based 
on single-dimensional QoS data (e.g., response time or throughput). As a non-functional attribute of service, quality 
of service (QoS) is a crucial criterion of service recommendation, which contains multiple dimensions (e.g., 
response time and throughput). If we neglect the multi-dimensional attributes of QoS itself, the accuracy and 
authenticity of the recommendation results would be reduced considerably. Furthermore, multi-dimensional 
scenarios are more common in reality [16 - 25]. Therefore, it is of practical significance to consider the multiple 
QoS dimensions in recommendation system, even if the multi-dimensional case is more complex. In this paper, we 
extended the traditional single-dimensional LSH recommendation approach to be a multi-dimensional one. 
However, multiple recommended services are often available according to the LSH-based recommendation 
solutions, among which we need to find out the optimal one based on the candidates' multiple QoS performances. 
Therefore, the objective evaluation of candidate services with multiple QoS dimensions is a challenging task as the 
weights for different QoS dimensions are often fuzzy and difficult to determine [26]. 

In view of the above challenges, this paper proposes a method (named ) to realize multi-RecLSH - TOPSIS
dimensional quality-driven service recommendation with privacy preservation based on LSH (for protecting user 
privacy) and the multi-attribute decision making (MADM) technique TOPSIS (for evaluating candidate services 
with multiple QoS dimensions which are not assigned concrete weights) [27]. Overall, three contributions of our 
work are summarized as follows.

(1) We extend traditional LSH recommendation solutions with a single QoS dimension to the multi-dimensional 
cases, which not only achieve a good compromise between user privacy and recommendation accuracy, but also 
enlarge the applicability of LSH in privacy-aware recommender systems.

(2) We use TOPSIS technique to evaluate and rank all the candidate services returned by LSH-based 
recommendation solution, so as to achieve an objective and rational evaluation result even the multiple QoS 
dimensions of candidates are not assigned concrete weights.

(3) A case study is provided to illustrate the execution process of our proposed  approach, through RecLSH - TOPSIS
which we prove the feasibility of our proposal. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is summarized in Section 2. In Section 3, we 
formulate the multi-dimensional quality driven service recommendation problem with privacy and illustrate the 
motivation of this paper. In Section 4, we describe  in detail. Section 5 demonstrates the feasibility of RecLSH - TOPSIS

 by a case study. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude the paper and point out the future research work.RecLSH - TOPSIS

2. Related Work

As mentioned in Section 1, this study focuses on realizing the multi-dimensional quality-driven recommendation 
scenario considering user privacy disclosure risks. Therefore, in this section, we summarize the up-to-date research 
from the below two perspectives. 

2.1 Multi-dimensional service recommendation

Plenty of researchers have studied the influence of multiple quality dimensions when performing 
recommendations. Skyline technique is regarded as a feasible manner to select optimal services from massive 
candidates with multiple QoS dimensions. For example, Alrifai et al. [18] first recruited skyline to make service 
selections, reducing the search space of candidate services. Zhang et al. [28] proposed a skyline-based approach to 
find diversified services that are representative in different quality dimensions for service recommendation. Besides, 
Wang et al. [29] proposed to recommend services by integrating both quantitative and qualitative preferences of 
users based on multi-attributes of service. However, all the above multi-dimensional quality-aware approaches 
seldom consider the risk of privacy leakage. Although Gong et al. [26] presented an approach to protect user 
privacy with multi-dimensional QoS data, their solution converts the multiple-dimensional recommendation into 
multiple single-dimensional recommendation, without considering the multiple QoS data in an integrated and 
comprehensive manner. As a result, the reliability and accuracy of the recommender system still cannot be 
guaranteed very well in their study.
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2.2 Privacy-preserving service recommendation

As a continuously hot topic of service recommendation, how to improve the accuracy of recommendations has 
been extensively studied by a number of researchers [30 - 32] at the early stage. However, with the development of 
service recommendation in the distributed environment, recent work shifts their concerns to user privacy protection 
issues. For example, Fu et al. [33] proposed a multi-keyword search scheme for personalized user preferences based 
on encryption technique; Xia et al. [34] proposed a scheme used for privacy-preserving information search over 
cloud data based on keyword vector encryption, both of which used encryption technology. Actually, in the realm of 
information retrieval, encryption technology is often used to protect user’s privacy. However, it is not suitable to 
use encryption in the case of no-heavyweight service recommendations, because it often results in substantial 
computational costs. Casino et al. [35] proposed to protect sensitive information by employing k-anonymity method. 
However, if the anonymous data are used to make service recommendation, it is possible that the accuracy of the 
recommendation cannot be guaranteed. Dou et al. [36] suggested making only a small fraction of QoS data public. 
However, no matter how small fraction of QoS data is disclosed, users’ private data cannot be fully protected. Zhu 
et al. [37] presented an approach to make service recommendations based on data obfuscation technique. However, 
this approach often leads to the decrease in the accuracy of recommendations because the real QoS data is blurred. 
Qi et al. [11, 38] applied the Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) technique in service recommendations to protect 
user privacy, even in a distributed environment. Nevertheless, existing LSH-based recommendation solutions are 
often based on single-dimensional QoS data, neglecting the general recommendation scenarios where multiple QoS 
dimensions are present. Even though privacy-preservation is well-realized in existing LSH approach, the 
applicability of service recommendation cannot be guaranteed.

We note here that all of the existing service recommendations researches seldom take into account the capability 
of privacy-preservation in multi-dimensional quality-driven recommendation scenarios. Therefore, a novel multi-
dimensional quality-driven service recommendation approach with privacy preservation, named , is 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝐿𝑆𝐻 ‒ 𝑇𝑂𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑆
proposed in this paper to make up deficiencies of existing approaches.

Table 1. Summary of Notations

Notation Description Appears in
QoS( ) The original QoS data matrix (1)
qosIJ The QoS value of I-th dimension of J-th service (2)
qos'IJ The normalized QoS value of I-th dimension of J-th service (2) (3)

Qos'( ) The normalized QoS data matrix (3) (4)

V A matrix including k n-dimensional vectors (4)
hIJ The hash value of I-th dimension of J-th service (5) (6)

H( ) A hash value matrix (6)
SU_ Set The similar users set of the key user (8)

P( ) The prediction candidate service matrix (9)
pij The predicted QoS value of candidate service in i-th dimensions of j-th service (9)(11)

CS( ) The normalized prediction candidate service matrix (10)

csij The normalized predicted QoS value of candidate service in i-th dimensions of j-th service (10) (11)
(14) (15)

J1 (J2) The benefit-type (cost-type) (11)

CS + The positive-ideal candidate service solutions (12) (14)

CS ‒ The negative-ideal candidate service solutions (13) (15)

Dj
+ The distance of the j-th candidate service from the positive-ideal candidate service solutions (14) (16)

Dj
‒ The distance of the j-th candidate service from the negative-ideal candidate service solutions (14) (16)

Rj The relative closeness value about j-th candidate service (16)

3. Formulation and Motivation

In this section, we formulate the problems and then better illustrate our motivation in this paper through a vivid 
example. The problem formulation is as follows:
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3.1. Problem Formalization

For facilitation, we formalize the multi-dimensional quality-driven service recommendation in edge environment 
as a five-tuple ( , , , , ) which can be specified as follows:U * Dim Ser ES u *

key

(1) : the set of users who have executed the services hosted on Edge servers. U *  =  {u *
1, …, u *

m}
(2) : the set of quality dimensions. To ease the discussion, we assume that each service includes Dim =  {d1, …, dw}

w dimensions.
(3) : the set of services. Here, =  (1< J  v) where (1< I  w)  Ser =  {ser1, …, sern} serJ  {qos1J , …, qoswJ} ≤ qosIJ ≤

denotes the values of I-th dimension of service .serJ

(4) : the set of Edge Servers that record the multi-dimensional QoS data of service in set . ES =  {es1, …, esz} Ser
(5) : a key user requiring recommended services.u *

key

For the sake of simplifying the following discussion, the other notations recruited in our proposed approach are 
specified in Table 1.

3. 2 Motivation

We illustrate the motivation of our paper with the example in Figure 1. Suppose that there are n edge servers (es1,
) for a cloud platform, and two users Jack (key user) and John. Users can invoke services ( )  …, esz ser1, …, sern

each with w QoS dimensions ( ). The historical QoS data  produced by mobile terminals are monitored d1, …, dw qosIJ
and recorded by , respectively. In this situation, to recommend appropriate services to the key user Jack, es1, …, esz
the similarity between Jack and John (denoted by sim (Jack, John)) should be calculated first. However, in the 
similarity calculation process, we will face the following challenges:

(1) When integrating the historical QoS data of Jack and John from multiple edge servers, it is necessary for all 
edge servers to share their data with others. However, such an integration process may disclose user privacy, which 
decreases the edge servers’ data sharing willingness and renders the distributed recommendations infeasible.

(2) When considering the multi-dimensional historical QoS data of Jack and John, the weight of each dimension 
indicator is often uncharted. Therefore, it is challenging to balance the different QoS dimensions to pursue an 
accurate sim (Jack, John) value.

(3) The similarity calculation process may consume more and more time with the increase of QoS data distributed 
across different edge servers, which will reduce the user service experience significantly.

In light of the aforementioned challenges, a multi-dimensional quality-driven and privacy-preserving service 
recommendation approach named  is proposed, which will be presented in detail in the following  RecLSH - TOPSIS
sections.

Figure 1. Distributed service recommendation in Edge environment: an example
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Figure 2. The whole framework of the proposed approach

4. Privacy-aware and Multi-dimensional Service Recommendation

4.1 Framework

In this section, the framework of our proposed two-phase recommendation approach  is presented RecLSH - TOPSIS
in Figure 2.

Phase 1: We extend existing single-dimensional LSH recommendation approach to a multi-dimensional one 
consisting of three steps. First, the normalized QoS data matrix  is transformed into user index value  QoS'(u * )
matrix  offline in Step 1. Second, similar users of  is determined online based on user indices and a H(u * ) u *

key
similar user set is generated in Step 2. Third, we select TOP-3 candidates from the similar users of  for each u *

key
QoS dimension and then derive a QoS matrix in Step 3.P(u *

key) 
Phase 2: We utilize the multiple-criteria-decision-making method TOPSIS to enable objective evaluation of the 

candidates with 4 steps. In Step 4.1, we normalize matrix  to be . In Step 4.2, according to P(u *
key) CS(u *

key) CS(
, we obtain a positive-ideal solution  and a negative-ideal solution . In Step 4.3, for each candidate, u *

key) CS + CS ‒

we calculate its distances to  and , respectively. In Step 4.4, we rank all the candidate services based on CS + CS ‒

their distances and return the optimal services to the key user.

4.2 Service Recommendation Approach based on LSH and TOPSIS:  RecLSH - TOPSIS

Step 1: Data pre-processing and multi-dimensional user indices building offline
In this step, our main task is to build user indices offline. We divide the indices generation process into two parts. 

First, we normalize the users' original historical QoS data matrix that contains multi-dimensional QoS information 
observed by users. Here, for a user , we can model her/his multi-dimensional QoS data with a matrix QoS( ) of u * u *

size w * n (see equation (1)), in which each row represents a service and each column represents a QoS dimension. 

                                                                   (1)QoS(u * ) = [qos11 ⋯ qos1n
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

qosw1 ⋯ qoswn
]

Where  (1 < I ≤ w, 1 < J ≤ n) represents QoS value of I-th dimension of J-th service. In order to facilitate qosIJ
subsequent calculations, the original QoS data matrix QoS( ) is normalized by formula (2):u *

                                                                             (2)qos'IJ =  
qosIJ

∑w
I = 1qos2

IJ

After normalization, the original  value is transformed into  which belongs to the range [0, 1]. Then, we qosIJ qos'IJ
get a normalized matrix as QoS( ) presented in (3), where each row represents the QoS values of n services by  u * u *

for the same dimension, and each column represents the QoS values of a service by  for the w dimensions        u *
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(i.e.,  is the QoS value of user in dimension  of service ). If  has never invoked  previously, it can qos'22 d2 ser2 u * serJ
be denoted by  = 0.qos'IJ

                                                                 (3)QoS'(u * ) = [qos'11 ⋯ qos'1n
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

qos'w1 ⋯ qos'wn
]

Next, we choose appropriate LSH function family to calculate users’ hash values which can be regarded as the 
users’ indices. Here, we adopt the LSH function family corresponding to the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) 
[39] distance for privacy-preserving similar users’ finding, as PCC is frequently used as the user similarity 
measurement in service recommender systems and LSH is a technique with the property of “similarity retention” in 
privacy-aware information retrieval. Concretely, user ’s QoS matrix is projected by k LSH functions, which is u *

represented by (4). Here, V is a n*k matrix consisting of k n-dimensional vectors, where  (1< j  v, 1< i  w) is vIJ ≤ ≤
a random value in range [-1,1], and symbol “ ” denotes dot product between two matrices. ∘

                               (4)S(u * ) =  QoS'(u * ) ∘  V = [qos'11 ⋯ qos'1n
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

qos'w1 ⋯ qos'wn
] ∘ [v11 ⋯ v1k

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
vn1 ⋯ vnk

] = [s11 ⋯ s1k
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

sw1 ⋯ swk
]

                                                                 (5)hIJ (u * ) = { 1    If  sIJ >  0
 0   If  sIJ  ≤  0 

Next, through the conversion function in (5), we transform matrix  to a Boolean hash value matrix in (6), S(u * )
i.e., , where  (1 < I ≤ w, 1 < J ≤ k) is a binary value of 0 or 1. Here,  can be regarded as multi-H(u * ) hIJ H(u * )
dimensional user index for . Comparatively, less sensitive information is involved in  than that in original u * H(u * )
historical QoS data matrix QoS( ). In this way, ’s multi-dimensional sensitive QoS data is successfully u * u *

protected. All the users in set  and their respective indices constitute a LSH table, i.e., {U * u *
1→ H(u *

1), …, u *
m

}. → H(u *
m)

                                                                      (6)H(u * ) = [h11 ⋯ h1k
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

hw1 ⋯ hwk
]

Step 2: Find similar users of  online based on user indicesu *
key

As LSH is a probability-based retrieval strategy, multiple LSH tables rather than one should be created to relax 
the conditions for similar search to overlook as few similars as possible [35]. In concrete, suppose there are two 
users and , Step 1 is repeated L times to generate L LSH table {u *

1 u *
2 u *

1 → H1(u *
1), …, u *

m → H1(u *
m)}, 

}. If equation in (7) holds,  and  can be regarded as similar users …, {u *
1 → HL(u *

1), …, u *
m → HL(u *

m) u *
1 u *

2

(denoted by ).u *
1 

sim
↔ u *

2

                                                (7)∃ β , satisfy  Hβ(u *
1) =  Hβ(u *

2) ( β ∈ {1, …, L})

Similarly, we obtain the LSH value matrix  of , and if , put  into the similar user Hβ(u *
key) u *

key u *
key 

sim
↔ u *

1 u *
1

set of  (SU_ Set).u *
key

Step 3: Select TOP-3 services for  from the similar candidatesu *
key

In Step 2, we obtain a similar user set SU_Set of . In this step, we predict the missing QoS values of services u *
key

that have never been invoked by , based on the QoS values of the users in set SU_Set. Concretely, we utilize u *
key

the equation in (8) to calculate the predicted QoS value of different services in terms of dimensions ( ) by d1, …, dw
.u *

key

                                                        (8)qoskey, I, J =  u *
key, I +  

∑
u *

a ∈ SU_ Set|qos1, I, J  ‒  u *
1, I|

|SU_ Set|

Where  denotes the predicted value of I-th dimension of J-th service by ,  denotes the average qoskey, I, J u *
key u *

key, I

QoS value of I-th quality dimension of all services by . Similarly,   denotes the average QoS value of all u *
key u *

1, I
services in I-th quality dimension by the similar user . u *

1
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Next, according to predicted value in (8), the candidate services are ranked. Finally, we select the TOP-3 services 
for each QoS dimension and then take their union to generate a predictive candidate service matrix  as in P(u *

key)
(9). Here,  denotes the predicted QoS value of the i-th dimension of j-th service (1 < i ≤ w, 1 < j ≤ v) by .pij u *

key

                                                                     (9)P(u *
key) = [p11 … p1v

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
pw1 … pwv

]
Step 4: TOP-3 services evaluation and ranking based on TOPSIS
Despite the above three steps, we have finished the service prediction process with privacy protection based on 

multi-dimensional QoS data and obtained the candidate recommendation list (denote ). However, P(u *
key)

determining the optimal services from candidate list to recommended to the key user is still not an easy task, which 
requires a suitable evaluate approaches to consider the characteristics and weights of all QoS dimensions. Thus, in 
this step, we employ the multi-attribute decision making technique TOPSIS [27] to comprehensive evaluate and 
rank the candidate services derived in Step 3 based on their respective multi-dimensional QoS data and return the 
optimal services. According to TOPSIS, the optimal solution is the one that has the shortest distance from the 
positive-ideal solution and has the longest distance from the negative-ideal solution [40]. Concretely, in this step, 
our proposed service evaluation approach based on TOPSIS consists of the following four sub-steps.

Step 4.1: It is necessary to normalize the matrix  in (9) as the w dimensions of service are of either cost- P(u *
key)

type or benefit-type. Concretely, the normalization process is enacted according to the rules in (10) - (11). Here, the 
normalized value  in (10) can be calculated by (11). Here, J1 and J2 represent the benefit-type dimensions and csij
cost-type dimensions, respectively.

                                                                     (10)CS(u *
key) = [cs11 … cs1v

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
csw1 … cswv

]
                                                                  (11)csij =  { pij ‒  min{pij}

max{pij} ‒  min{pij}
,di ∈ J1

max{pij} ‒  pij

max{pij} ‒  min{pij}
,di ∈ J2

Step 4.2: According to matrix  in (10), we determine the positive-ideal candidate service solution   CS(u *
key) CS +

by (12) and the negative-ideal candidate service solution  by (13). Where ), CS ‒ CSi
+  =  (max_csij,  j = 1, …, v

).  represents the value of the i-th dimension of the j-th candidate service. CS ‒  =  (min_csij,  j = 1, …, v csij

                                                              (12)CS +  =  (CS1
+ , CS2

+  , …, CSw
+ )

                                                              (13)CS ‒ =  (CS1
‒ ,CS2

‒  , …, CSw
‒ )

Step 4.3: We calculate the distances of the j-th ( ) candidate service from  and , respectively. j =  1, …, v CS + CS ‒

The distance from the j-th candidate service to  can be defined as in (14). Likewise, the distance of the j-th CS +

candidate service from  can be defined as in (15).CS ‒

                                                                  (14)Dj
+  =  ∑w

i = 1(CSi
+ ‒ csij)

2

                                                                  (15)Dj
‒  =  ∑w

i = 1(CSi
‒ ‒ csij)

2

Step 4.4: We calculate the relative closeness  (comprehensive indicators for evaluating candidate services) of Rj
each candidate service  to the positive-ideal candidate service solutions  by (16). Here,  belongs to [0, 1] serj CS + Rj
(the larger the better, (j = 1, …, v)). Then we rank service based on  and finally return the optimal services to serj Rj
the key user .u *

key

                                                                              (16)Rj =  
Dj

‒

Dj
+  +  Dj

‒

Through the above four steps of our approach , the optimal services can be recommended to  RecLSH - TOPSIS u *
key

in a privacy-preserving manner. Next, we use the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to specify our 
proposal more clearly. Concretely, in Algorithm 1, we build the multi-dimensional user indices (Lines 1 - 16) 
offline. Then, we find similar users of  based on user indices (Lines 17 - 23) online. After that, we calculate u *

key
the predicted QoS value and generate a matrix  of  (Lines 24 - 26). In Algorithm 2, through P(u *

key) u *
key
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calculating , we generate the normalized matrix  (Lines 1 - 5). Then, we determine  and  csij CS(u *
key) CS + CS ‒

(Lines 6 - 7). Finally, through calculating the relative closeness , the candidate services are ranked and the optimal Rj
service is returned to the key user (Lines 8 - 14).

Algorithm 1: TOP-3 services selection

Input: : a key useru *
key

: the set of users             U *  =  {u *
1, …, u *

m}
: the set of quality dimensions             Dim =  {d1, …, dw}

: the set of services             Ser =  {ser1, …, sern}
: the set of Edge Servers            ES =  {es1, …, esz}

Output: ’s prediction candidate service matrix u *
key P(u *

key)

Process
1 For each  dou *

i ∈ U *

2       Normalize QoS data matrix  to  according to (2) Qos(u *
i) Qos'(u *

i)
3 End For
4 For k = 1 to L do // L hash table
5      For i = 1 to r do // r LSH function in each LSH table 
6           For j = 1 to n do // n-dimensional vector depicting a user
7                 random [-1, 1]   𝑉[k]ij =  
8           End For
9      End For
10 End For     
11 For each  dou *

i ∈ U *

12      For k = 1 to L do
13            = [k] // LSH mappingS(u *

i)  Qos'(u *
i) ∘  𝑉

14               Mapping to 0-1 matrix according to (4) - (5)Hk(u *
i) 

15      End For
16 End For
17 For each  dou *

i ∈ U *

18      For k = 1 to L do
19           If  = Hk(u *

i) Hk(u *
key)

20              Then put  into SU_ Setu *
i

21           End If  
22      End For
23  End For
24  Calculate the predicted QoS value  based on equation (8)qos '

key, I, J

25  Generate prediction candidate service matrix  as in (9)P(u *
key)

26  Return P(u *
key)

Algorithm 2: Service evaluation and optimal services selection

Input: Prediction candidate services matrix P(u *
key)

Output: seroptimal

Process
1 For i =1 to w do // w quality dimensions
2       For j =1 to v do // v candidate services
3             Calculate  based on (11)csij
4       End for
5 End for
6 Determine  based on (12)CS +

7 Determine  based on (13)CS ‒

8 For j = 1 to v do
9       Calculate  based on (14) Dj

+

10       Calculate  based on (15)Dj
‒

11       Calculate  based on (16)Rj
12 End For
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13 Rank candidate services based on Rj
14 Return seroptimal

5. Case Study

In order to illustrate the feasibility of our approach, a case study is provided in this section. We assume that there 
are 10 services (i.e.,   ) invoked by 6 users (i.e.,  and   ) and 2 quality  sern (1 <  n ≤  10 ) u *

key u *
i (1 <  i ≤  5)

dimensions (i.e., = response time; = throughput) for each service. According to the above design, the original d1 d2 
QoS values of users is tabulated in Table 2, if service  has never been invoked by a user, the QoS values will be  sern
marked null in the table. The specific steps of our approach are introduced as follows. 

Table 2. Historical QoS data of users

d1 d2 d1 d2

ser1 0.32 16.42 ser1 2.76 4.71
ser2 0.49 24.09 ser2 5.63 20.62
ser3 0.65 10.85 ser3 0.47 20.68
ser4 Null Null ser4 0.25 6.82
ser5 Null Null ser5 1.11 12.98
ser6 0.12 13.1 ser6 2.70 16.24
ser7 Null Null ser7 3.39 17.14
ser8 Null Null ser8 Null Null
ser9 0.25 13.23 ser9 3.54 15.36

u *
key

ser10 Null Null

u *
1

ser10 0.85 21.52
ser1 0.52 17.01 ser1 0.28 15.71
ser2 0.38 24.33 ser2 0.51 23.06
ser3 0.58 11.01 ser3 0.71 11.02
ser4 0.09 19.18 ser4 0.27 16.71
ser5 0.40 14.33 ser5 0.33 13.77
ser6 0.08 12.41 ser6 Null Null
ser7 Null Null ser7 0.31 18.27
ser8 0.14 15.99 ser8 0.34 5.88
ser9 0.19 12.98 ser9 0.30 12.59

u *
2

ser10 0.48 16.62

u *
3

ser10 0.54 17.25
ser1 1.98 9.47 ser1 0.27 17.54
ser2 4.75 206.42 ser2 0.44 25.11
ser3 2.56 9.47 ser3 0.70 12.24
ser4 0.89 9.34 ser4 Null Null
ser5 6.15 9.47 ser5 0.24 5.98
ser6 3.16 8.67 ser6 0.09 18.12
ser7 1.56 14.03 ser7 0.28 12.94
ser8 2.14 8.44 ser8 0.11 9.14
ser9 0.25 13.23 ser9 0.18 14.33

u *
4

ser10 Null Null

u *
5

ser10 0.38 16.58

Step 1. Data pre-processing and multi-dimensional user indices building offline
In this section, we illustrate the process of building ’s index with only one hash table. First, we normalize u *

key
the original QoS data matrix to  by equation (2), the results are shown in (17). Next, we randomly QoS'(u *

key)
generate a 10*6 matrix V1, whose elements range from [-1, 1] as in (18). After that, according to (4),  is S(u *

key)
obtained and shown in (19). Finally, through the conversion function (5), we get the hash value matrix  H(u *

key)
which can be regarded as the index for  and is shown in (20).u *

key
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                    (17) QoS' (u *
key) = [0.009 0.014 0.018 Null Null 0.003 Null Null 0.007 Null

0.446 0.676 0.295 Null Null 0.356 Null Null 0.359 Null]

                                              (18)V1 =  [
- 0.166 0.441 - 1 - 0.395 - 0.706 - 0.815
- 0.627 - 0.309 - 0.206 0.078 - 0.162 0.37
- 0.591  0.756 - 0.945 0.341 - 0.165 0.117
- 0.719 - 0.604 0.601 0.937 - 0.373 0.385
0.753 0.789 - 0.83 0.922 - 0.66 0.756
- 0.803 - 0.158 0.916 0.066 0.384 0.369
0.373 0.669 - 0.963 0.5 0.978 0.496
- 0.439 0.579 - 0.794 - 0.104 0.817 - 0.413
- 0.424 - 0.74 - 0.961 0.358 - 0.577 - 0.469
- 0.017 - 0.893 0.148 - 0.707 0.179 0.4

]
                              (19)S(u *

key) =  QoS'(u *
key) ∘  V1 = [ - 0.026 0.008 - 0.032 0.006 - 0.014 0.012

- 1.111 - 0.112 - 0.884 0.129 - 0.544 0.611]
                                                           (20)H(u *

key) = [0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1]

Step 2: Find similar users of  based on user indices onlineu *
key

After obtaining the index of , we repeat the above process to build indices for the remaining users. The user u *
key

indices are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3. Indices of users

User index User index

u *
key  H(u *

key) = [0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1] u *

3  H(u *
3) = [0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1]
u *

1  H(u *
1) = [0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1] u *
4  H(u *

4) = [0 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1]

u *
2  H(u *

2) = [0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 1] u *

5  H(u *
5) = [0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 1]
As indicated in Table 3, the index values of , ,  are the same as that of ; therefore, they are u *

2  u *
3 u *

5 u *
key

similar users of  according to the LSH theory. u *
key

Step 3: Select TOP-3 services for  from the similar candidatesu *
key

For each service which has never been invoked by , its QoS data is predicted based on equation (8). The u *
key

result of the predicted value is tabulated in Table 4. Next, we take a union of TOP-3 services in each dimension to 
generate a matrix , as in (21). P(u *

key)

Table 4.  The multi-dimensional predicted QoS value of u *
key

ser4 ser5 ser7 ser8 ser10

d1 0.544 0.621 0.420 0.507 0.494

d2 18.031 19.367 18.076 20.393 21.388

                             ser5     ser7      ser8      ser10

                                               (21)P(u *
key) =  d1

d2[ 0.612 0.420 0.507 0.494
19.367 18.076 20.393 21.388]

Step 4: TOP-3 services evaluation and ranking based on TOPSIS

In this step, we perform a comprehensive ranking of candidates in matrix  according to the TOPSIS P(u *
key)

approach. Here, response time and throughput are considered as two indicators of service quality, in which response 
time is a benefit-type (J1) dimension while throughput is a cost-type (J2) dimension. Therefore, we normalize matrix 

 to transform it into a dimensionless one, i.e.,  in (22). Concretely, the normalized matrix P(u *
key) CS(u *

key) CS(
  can be calculated by  based on equation (11).u *

key) csij
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                         cs5  cs7   cs8    cs10

                                                       (22)CS(u *
key) =  d1

d2[ 0 1 0.547 0.615
0.394 0 0.700 1 ]

According to matrix , the positive-ideal candidate service solutions  and negative-ideal candidate CS(u *
key) CS +

service  can be obtained by equation (12) and (13), respectively, as shown in Table 5. Namely, CS ‒ CS +  =  {
 = {1, 1}, = {0, 0}. CS1

+ , CS2
+ } CS ‒ =  {CS1

‒ , CS2
‒ } 

Table 5. Positive-ideal solution and Negative-ideal solution

d1 d2

CS + 1 1
CS ‒ 0 0

Finally, the distances of each candidate services from  and  are calculated by equations (14) - (15),  CS + CS ‒

whose results are shown in (23) - (26). 

 = 1.169,     = 0.394                                 (23)D5
+  =  ∑2

i = 1(CSi
+ ‒ csi5)

2
D5

‒  = ∑2
i = 1(CSi

‒ ‒ csi5)2

 = 1.000,  = 1.000                                 (24)D7
+  =  ∑2

i = 1(CSi
+ ‒ csi7)

2    D7
‒  = ∑2

i = 1(CSi
‒ ‒ csi7)2

 = 0.543,    = 0.888                                 (25)D8
+  =  ∑2

i = 1(CSi
+ ‒ csi8)

2  D8
‒  = ∑2

i = 1(CSi
‒ ‒ csi8)2

 = 0.385,  = 1.173                               (26)D10
+  =  ∑2

i = 1(CSi
+ ‒ csi10)

2
D10

‒  = ∑2
i = 1(CSi

‒ ‒ csi10)2

The relative closeness (R) is calculated by equations (16), whose results are shown in (27) - (30). 

 = 0.252                                                                           (27)R5 =  
D5

‒

D5
+  +  D5

‒

 = 0.500                                                                           (28)R7 =  
D7

‒

D7
+  +  D7

‒

 = 0.620                                                                           (29)R8 =  
D8

‒

D8
+  +  D8

‒

 = 0.753                                                                        (30)R10 =  
D10

‒

D10
+  +  D10

‒

In order to compare and rank the candidate services more clearly, we summarized the relevant calculation results 
into Table 6. 

Table 6. Candidate services ranking based on TOPSIS

d1 d2 D + D ‒ R Rank

ser5 0 0.394 1.169 0.394 0.252 4
ser7 1 0 1.000 1.000 0.500 3

ser8 0.547 0.700 0.543 0.888 0.620 2

ser10 0.615 1 0.385 1.173 0.753 1

As Table 6 indicates, candidate service  has the smallest distance to  and the largest distance to ; ser10 CS + CS ‒

the relative closeness of  is closer to 1. Therefore,  is ranked No.1 among all the candidate services and ser10 ser10
should be recommended to .u *

key

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a multi-dimensional quality-driven recommendation approach with privacy-
preservation, named , based on LSH and TOPSIS techniques. Different from existing approaches, we  RecLSH - TOPSIS
extend the traditional single-dimensional quality-driven LSH recommendation approach to the multi-dimensional 
scenario, to make the recommendation solution more comprehensive. Furthermore, for the candidate services 
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returned by LSH recommendations, we use TOPSIS technique to evaluate them objectively so as to avoid the 
inappropriate and fuzzy weight assignment by key users; thus, user’s burden can be alleviated considerably. Finally, 
an optimal service is returned to the key user. To validate the feasibility of , a case study is presented RecLSH - TOPSIS
to clarify the detailed recommendation process. 

In the future, we will further improve our proposal by launching a set of real-world experiments and compare its 
performances with other related approaches. Besides, the available data for recommendation decision-makings are 
often very sparse [41 - 43] and context-aware [44 - 47], we will continue to refine our work by considering these 
uncertain influencing factors.
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